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Abstract A 19-channel electron cyclotron emission (ECE) grating polychromator has been added to the existing ECE diagnostics on C-Mod, which include a 9-channel polychromator, heterodyne radiometer and Michelson interferometer. The new instrument can significantly improve the radial resolution of electron power deposition measurements in ICRF experiments on C-Mod. The improved resolution is important for resolving electron power deposition in off-axis mode conversion heating regimes where the mode conversion region can be narrow. The first data from this new instrument were acquired last year during 80 MHz hydrogen minority D-H mode conversion experiments where the \( \text{H}/(\text{H}+\text{D}) \) ratio was varied from 0.02 to 0.30 and the toroidal field was varied from 5.1 to 5.7 T. Although complicated by the presence of large sawteeth, some electron power deposition results were obtained from a break-in-slope method. These results, together with results from data acquired during the current C-Mod experimental campaign, will be presented and compared to predicted radial deposition profiles from the TORIC, 2-D full wave RF code, and the METS95, 1-D integral wave RF code.

INTRODUCTION

The C-Mod tokamak is a high field (\( B_0 \leq 8 \) T), high density (\( n_e \sim 3 \times 10^{20} \) m\(^{-3} \)) device with a major radius of 0.67 m and a minor radius of 0.21 m [1]. Ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) heating is the only source of heating, other than ohmic heating. ICRF heating experiments conducted during 1998 used 2-3 MW of 80 MHz RF power launched from two 2-strap fast wave antennas [2]. Experiments were performed in both \( \text{D}+\text{H} \) and \( \text{D}+\text{He} \) plasmas. Also in 1998, a 19-channel electron cyclotron emission (ECE) grating polychromator (GPC-2) [3] was added to the existing ECE diagnostics on C-Mod, which include a 9-channel GPC (GPC-1) [4]. The addition of GPC-2 can significantly improve the radial resolution of RF power deposition measurements. This paper discusses measurements of the power deposition directly to electrons made during D(H) experiments. These measurements are compared to radial power deposition profiles predicted by the TORIC, 2-D full wave RF code [5] and the METS95, 1-D integral RF code [6].

DIRECT ELECTRON HEATING MEASUREMENTS

To enable the measurement of the RF power deposition to the plasma, the ICRF power was amplitude modulated at a frequency of about 55 Hz and the RF power deposited directly to electrons was measured with the "break-in-slope" method [7] at the RF power transitions. This method was complicated by the
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presence of large, frequent sawtooth crashes, which were often close to and, in some cases, locked to the times of the RF power transitions. As a result, only a relatively few cases from the hydrogen concentration scan, which included about 20 plasmas, were found suitable for analysis.

The electron temperature profile response was measured simultaneously by GPC-1 and GPC-2. Both GPCs were cross calibrated to an ECE Michelson interferometer [8]. For various reasons, only about 11 channels of GPC-2 data were usable for these experiments, so that, in total, there were approximately 20 radial channels of electron temperature data available for analysis. The deposition data presented here are from plasmas with an axial toroidal field, $B_o = 5.45$ T, where the H concentration, $n_H/(n_H+n_D)$, was varied from approximately 2% to 30% as derived from neutral particle analysis.

Figure 1(a) shows the measured profile of RF power deposition directly to electrons per MW of RF power incident on the plasma versus major radius, for a discharge with a measured $n_H/(n_H+n_D) = 11.5\%$. The power deposition is peaked on the magnetic axis and reaches a level of 3 MW/m$^3$/MW$_{inc}$. Figure 1(b) shows the same data mapped to normalized minor radius ($r/a$). About 14% of the RF power is deposited directly to electrons within $r/a = 0.3$. Figure 2(a) shows the measured RF power deposition directly to electrons for a discharge with a measured $n_H/(n_H+n_D) = 28\%$. The power deposition profile is much broader than in the plasma with the lower hydrogen concentration, but it remains peaked on the magnetic axis. The measured RF power deposition directly to electrons on axis is 1.1 MW/m$^3$/MW$_{inc}$, as shown in Fig. 2(b). About 20% of the RF power is deposited directly to electrons within $r/a = 0.6$.

Figure 3 summarizes the directly measured RF power deposition data for plasmas with measured $n_H/(n_H+n_D)$ concentrations between 2.5% and 28%. The axial electron heating power density per MW of RF power incident on the plasma fell with increasing hydrogen concentration, from 6.5 MW/m$^3$/MW$_{inc}$ at $n_H/(n_H+n_D) = 2.5\%$ to 1.1 MW/m$^3$/MW$_{inc}$ at $n_H/(n_H+n_D) = 28\%$. This result is consistent with an earlier analysis of this data set which calculated the RF power flowing directly to electrons at the magnetic axis from the rate of rise in the central electron pressure corrected for ohmic and radiation contributions immediately after a sawtooth crash [9]. The measured fraction of RF power incident on the plasma which was absorbed globally by electrons ranged between 14% and 20%.

**COMPARISON TO MODELS**

The RF power deposition measurements discussed above were compared to predicted radial deposition profiles from TORIC, a toroidal, 2-D full wave ICRF code which explicitly solves for mode conversion to the ion Bernstein wave (IBW) [5]. A single toroidal mode number of 10 simulated the toroidal mode spectrum of the C-Mod antennas. A somewhat lower $n_H/(n_H+n_D)$ concentration was used in TORIC than was measured by neutral particle analysis, since using the measured $n_H/(n_H+n_D)$ concentration in the TORIC simulation placed the mode conversion heating at a larger normalized radius than implied from the RF power deposition measurements. Figure 1(c) shows the results of the TORIC simulation for the nominally $n_H/(n_H+n_D) = 11.5\%$ plasma, this simulation actually used $n_H/(n_H+n_D) = 7\%$. About 87% of the RF power incident on the plasma is absorbed...
by the H minority. The minority tail energy is not measured on C-Mod, but it is expected to be ≤ 50 keV, so that minority heating power probably flows predominantly to the bulk ions. The peak of the minority absorption is on axis, where the power deposition reaches 26 MW/m³/MWinc. Mode conversion to IBW accounts for only 9% of the absorbed RF power. This power directly heats the electrons at r/a ~ 0.1, where the power deposition peaks at about 3 MW/m³/MWinc. The measured deposition in Fig. 1(b) is more peaked. Since only about 1% of the incident RF power is deposited directly to electrons near the axis as a result of electron Landau damping (ELD), this suggests that there is some contribution to the break-in-slope analysis from the minority heating on axis. The METS95, 1-D integral wave RF code [6] calculated the single pass absorption for this case. 40% of the incident RF power was absorbed on the first pass of the plasma and about 5% of the incident RF power was deposited directly to electrons on the first pass. So the power split between electron and ion heating calculated by METS95 is in relatively good agreement with the TORIC simulation for this case.

Figure 2(c) shows the TORIC results for the nominally n_H/(n_H+n_D) = 28% plasma, this simulation used n_H/(n_H+n_D) = 20%. 83% of the RF power incident on the plasma is absorbed by the H minority. The peak of the minority absorption is on axis, where the power deposition reaches 16 MW/m³/MWinc. Mode conversion to IBW accounts for 15% of the absorbed RF power and this directly heats the electrons at r/a ~ 0.3 where the power deposition peaks at about 1.5 MW/m³/MWinc. About 1% of the incident RF power is deposited on axis directly to electrons as a result of ELD. The deposition measurements in Fig. 2(b) indicate there is a broad power deposition to electrons centered on-axis. So, once again there appears to be some contribution from the minority heating to the break-in-slope analysis near the axis. For this case, METS95 calculates that 16% of the incident RF power was absorbed by the plasma and 4% of the incident RF power was absorbed directly by electrons on the first pass.
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FIGURE 1
Measured direct RF power deposition to electrons per MW of RF power incident on the plasma, versus (a) major radius and (b) normalized minor radius, for a plasma with a measured $n_H/(n_H+n_D) = 11.5\%$. (c) RF power deposition calculated by the TORIC 2-D, Full wave RF code for $n_H/(n_H+n_D) = 7\%$.

FIGURE 2
Measured direct RF power deposition to electrons per MW of RF power incident on the plasma, versus (a) major radius and (b) normalized minor radius, for a plasma with a measured $n_H/(n_H+n_D) = 28\%$. (c) RF power deposition calculated by the TORIC 2-D, Full wave RF code for $n_H/(n_H+n_D) = 20\%$.

FIGURE 3
Measured axial electron heating power density per MW of RF power incident on the plasma (•) and measured fraction of RF power absorbed directly by electrons (○) versus measured $n_H/(n_H+n_D)$ concentration. The lines are fits to the data points.